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Abstract
Glasses of small organic molecules are a ubiquitous material type of wide interest due to their unique
amorphous packings. However, their properties can vary widely based on preparation method, aging time,
or type of molecule. Stable glasses, prepared via physical vapor-deposition, have been shown to exhibit
properties equivalent to those that been aged for thousands of years. Molecular dynamics simulations of
coarse-grained molecules provide a simple model for closely examining the relevant properties of
glasses, both traditionally liquid-quenched and vapor-deposited. In this dissertation, several projects are
presented focusing on systematic changes to inter-molecular interactions and intra-molecular degrees of
freedom and how they impact glass properties $\textit{in silico}$. In Chapter 2, we study the effects of
inter-molecular interactions and microstructure formation on vapor-deposited glass films, using a coarsegrained model of molecules with fluorinated tails. By altering the length of the tail, we can tune the degree
of microstructure formation, and we observe how this affects vapor-deposited glass stability, while also
proposing, and supporting a mechanism for this behavior. In Chapter 3, models of organic molecules are
developed focusing on the strength of the rotational barriers placed on their side groups in order to study
intra-molecular degrees of freedom. Here we see the effect this has on vapor-deposited glass stability
and make connections to surface mobility and the depth of the mobile region. In Chapter 4, vapordeposited and liquid-quenched glasses are tested for their mechanical response to shear. The large
differences in their properties, as well as the length scales over which they take place, are correlated with
local particle mobility. Finally, in Chapter 5, the same molecular models are used to tune fragility behavior.
The machine-learned structural property, softness, is implemented for a molecular system for the first
time and provides new insight into the origins of glass fragility.
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ABSTRACT
EFFECTS OF INTER-MOLECULAR AND INTRA-MOLECULAR FACTORS ON THE
PROPERTIES OF SIMULATED GLASSES
Alex R. Moore
Robert A. Riggleman
Zahra Fakhraai
Glasses of small organic molecules are a ubiquitous material type of wide interest due to
their unique amorphous packings. However, their properties can vary widely based on
preparation method, aging time, or type of molecule. Stable glasses, prepared via physical
vapor-deposition, have been shown to exhibit properties equivalent to those that been aged
for thousands of years. Molecular dynamics simulations of coarse-grained molecules provide
a simple model for closely examining the relevant properties of glasses, both traditionally
liquid-quenched and vapor-deposited. In this dissertation, several projects are presented
focusing on systematic changes to inter-molecular interactions and intra-molecular degrees
of freedom and how they impact glass properties in silico. In Chapter 2, we study the effects
of inter-molecular interactions and microstructure formation on vapor-deposited glass films,
using a coarse-grained model of molecules with fluorinated tails. By altering the length of
the tail, we can tune the degree of microstructure formation, and we observe how this
affects vapor-deposited glass stability, while also proposing, and supporting a mechanism
for this behavior. In Chapter 3, models of organic molecules are developed focusing on
the strength of the rotational barriers placed on their side groups in order to study intramolecular degrees of freedom. Here we see the effect this has on vapor-deposited glass
stability and make connections to surface mobility and the depth of the mobile region.
In Chapter 4, vapor-deposited and liquid-quenched glasses are tested for their mechanical
response to shear. The large differences in their properties, as well as the length scales over
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which they take place, are correlated with local particle mobility. Finally, in Chapter 5, the
same molecular models are used to tune fragility behavior. The machine-learned structural
property, softness, is implemented for a molecular system for the first time and provides
new insight into the origins of glass fragility.
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FIGURE 5.2 : (A) Alpha relaxation time plotted versus inverse temperature scaled
by Tg in order to observe the differences in fragility behavior between the model systems. Lines plotted are fits of the VFT equation to the data. (B) Alpha relaxation time plotted versus absolute
inverse temperature, to display the differences in Tg between the
model molecules. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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FIGURE 5.3 : (A) KWW stretching exponent, β, plotted versus scaled inverse
temperature for each of the dihedral strengths. Lines shown simply
connect points in order to guide the eye. (B) Inverse estimated total
entropy, scaled by the entropy value obtained at T = Tg , versus
scaled inverse temperature, plotted to mimic the thermodynamic
entropy plot presented in Martinez and Angell[50]. Lines plotted
are fits to a modified VFT-like equation where 1/Stot (T ) replaces
ln τα (T ). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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FIGURE 5.4 : Distributions of phop for different particle types for each model system. Dashed lines represent the rearrangement cutoff and dotted
lines represent the non-rearrangement cutoff. Lines that are two
different colors represent the cutoff for two particle types. . . . . .
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FIGURE 5.5 : (A-D) Arrhenius plots of PR (S) versus 1/T for particles of different
softness values for each model system, respectively. Lines shown are
the Arrhenius fits for each softness value, the slope and intercept
of which are used to obtain energy barrier and multiplicity as a
function of S using Equation 5.4. (E-H) Softness distributions at
different scaled temperatures approaching Tg for each of the model
systems, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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FIGURE 5.6 : ∆E and Σ values for each model system that were determined from
the slopes and intercepts of the lines fitting the Arrhenius PR (S)
equation for different softness values, shown in Figure 4. Lines
shown are linear fits to the data, used to determine ∆E(S) and
Σ(S) functions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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FIGURE 5.7 : (A) Mean energy barrier determined as a function of softness (h∆E(S)i)
scaled by the mean value obtained at T = Tg plotted versus scaled
inverse temperature. Lines shown simply connect points in order to
guide the eye. (B) Standard deviation of the softness distribution
(σS ) scaled by the softness standard deviation at T = Tg plotted versus scaled inverse temperature. Lines shown simply connect
points in order to guide the eye. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
1.1 Introduction to Glass
Glassy films of small organic molecules are widely used in applications ranging from organic
electronics [68, 78, 60] to protective coatings [49] to nano-imprint lithography [55]. These
amorphous packings, typically formed by rapid quenching of a liquid, tend to inherit the
disordered, yet relatively uniform, structure of that liquid. Thus, unlike crystalline packings, glasses can be desirable due to their lack of grain boundaries, which can hinder charge
transport. This structural homogeneity is essential to many of the aforementioned applications. However, glasses are not without their inconveniences. Characterization can be more
difficult given their disordered structure, and, because they are not in an equilibrium state,
properties of the amorphous packings may change over time.
If one considers forming a glass by traditional liquid-quenching, the relaxation time of a
glass-forming liquid slows exponentially for a relatively small degree of super-cooling below
its melting point. These systems will eventually reach a point where the molecules can no
longer rearrange on typical experimental time-scales, and fall out of equilibrium; a point
which is termed the glass transition temperature, Tg . This point is dependent on the cooling
rate, as the slower the rate, the longer the system is allowed to remain in equilibrium,
and therefore, the lower the Tg . Because these glasses have fallen out of equilibrium, the
properties of these materials, such as density and enthalpy, will gradually change over time.
If held below Tg , these properties will slowly shift towards those of the extrapolated supercooled liquid, in a process known as physical aging[53, 70].
1.1.1 Glass Fragility
It is well known that the viscosity (η), or, accordingly, the relaxation time (τα ), of a
glass-forming liquid increases dramatically as you approach its glass transition temperature
(Tg )[20, 40, 74]. However, a material’s exact behavior as it approaches this temperature is
not a given. Certain materials, such as the network oxides silica (SiO2 ) and germanium ox-
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ide (GeO2 ) exhibit a near Arrhenius relationship[40] when log η or log τα is plotted against
inverse temperature, Tg /T , while many other materials, including a number of small organic molecules and polymers, display large deviations from Arrhenius behavior[2, 9, 23],
implying that their effective activation energies are increasing with decreasing temperature.
First classified by Angell, these Arrhenius materials are commonly referred to as ’strong’,
while the super-Arrhenius glass-formers are referred to as ’fragile’[2]. Soon after this classification, Angell introduced the fragility index, m, a standardized method for quantifying
this behavior[8],
m = lim

T →Tg

d log τα (Tg /T )
d log η(Tg /T )
≈
.
d(Tg /T )
d(Tg /T )

(1.1)

By this measure, a fragile super-Arrhenius behaving material will have a higher fragility
index than an Arrhenius behaving strong material, with m ≈ 17 being the floor for a strong
liquid and fragile liquids reaching values on the order of hundreds[9].
Since the proposal of this glass behavior spectrum, much work has been done to attempt to
relate various material properties, such as non-exponential relaxation[9], excess entropy[50],
and network topology[52, 69], to the fragility of glass-forming liquids. Many of these properties correlate well with the trends in viscosity for specific systems of study. For example,
network oxides, with their interactions which are more covalent in nature, generally seem to
show stronger behavior than the more fragile organic molecular systems with less directed
van der Waals interactions[9], but a universal maxim has not been established. There still
remains much to be gleaned from systematic correlations of material properties to trends
in fragility.
1.1.2 Dynamic Heterogeneity and Machine Learning via Softness
Related to the exponential increase in relaxation time as super-cooled liquids approach
Tg , is the increase in their dynamic heterogeneity. At high temperatures, liquids exhibit
mobility that is spatially homogeneous: particle rearrangements are not dependent on their
location within the system or the time over which they have been there. However, for supercooled liquids, evidence from both experiment and simulations suggests that the increase in
2

relaxation time corresponds with the growth of distinct, spatially heterogeneous, relaxation
domains, where some particles may find it easier to rearrange than others[15, 80, 21, 59].
In the realm of quantities being used to measure glassy system behavior, particularly this
dynamic heterogeneity, one relative newcomer is the machine learned property, softness,
pioneered by the Liu group in 2015[16], and since applied to many systems, including thin
films and polymer nanopillars[61, 62, 75, 65, 33, 83]. Simply put, softness is engineered to
relate an individual particle’s local structure to its dynamics. Softness is determined by
1) gathering a large amount of local structural information within a system, in the form
of coarse-grained structure functions, detailing relative radial and angular positioning of
particles, 2) taking measure of an appropriately chosen dynamical quantity to classify some
particles as ’rearranging’ and others as ’non-rearranging’, 3) using support vector machines
to generate a hyperplane which best separates the rearranging and non-rearranging particles
in the coordinate system constructed by the aforementioned local structure functions. Once
this hyperplane has been constructed, the softness of any given particle is simply the signed
the distance from the hyperplane. This entirely local-structure-based quantity has been
shown to be quite predictive of mobility in simple glassy systems thus far, and in mapping
the directly related distributions of activation energies and entropies, but has not yet been
employed in exploring molecular glass formers.

1.2 Stable Glass
Recently, amorphous films of small molecules formed via physical vapor deposition (PVD)
have been shown to exhibit remarkable thermodynamic and kinetic stability properties,
equivalent to those that have been physically aged for time-scales on the order of hundreds
of years [76, 37, 42, 24, 31, 17, 85, 64]. Theory suggests that the stability differences observed in these PVD glass films are the result of enhanced mobility near the free surface,
such that molecules are allowed to sample a greater number of configurations before becoming trapped by subsequent deposited layers [93, 10, 14, 91, 90]. However, much remains to
be learned about the effects of properties like strong inter-molecular interactions, molecular
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shape, and intra-molecular degrees of freedom on the stability and morphology of these
PVD amorphous packings. By using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to mimic the
PVD process of coarse-grained small molecules, we can closely observe changes in local
film properties during the deposition process, while making systematic changes to these
various molecular factors. The microscopic nature of simulations allows us to further make
comparisons between the behavior of the film surface during deposition and in the equilibrium liquid. Finally, general reconciliation between simulation and experimental results is
necessary to validate the approach and ensure conclusions are made with sound reasoning.
1.2.1 Enhanced Properties of Stable Glasses
In the past decade and a half, the Ediger group and others have demonstrated that glass
packings of small organic molecules created using the PVD process of heating a material under high vacuum, while the temperature of the deposition substrate (Tdep ) is held below Tg ,
are able to achieve thermodynamic and kinetic properties not accessible to liquid-quenched
glasses on ordinary laboratory time-scales [76, 37, 42, 24, 31, 17, 85, 64, 46, 58, 34]. This
stability can be measured in a number of different ways. These PVD glasses exhibit higher
densities (∆ρ) and lower enthalpies as compared to ordinary liquid-quenched glasses, and
the property difference in percentage can be a valuable thermodynamic stability metric.
Thermodynamic stability via PVD (or by physical aging) can also be measured by the fictive temperature, Tf . This is defined as the intersection of the line representing the change
in a relevant glass property with temperature, with the extrapolated line representing the
corresponding super-cooled liquid. Thus a glass with a lower Tf is a glass that has been
equilibrated at a lower temperature. A plot of sample experimental data demonstrating
these various stability measurements can be seen in Figure 1.1.
Kinetic stability can also be measured by observing property changes with increasing temperature. PVD glasses must be heated to temperatures well above Tg before transforming
into super-cooled liquids. The temperature at which this transformation occurs is often
referred to as the onset temperature, Tonset , and acts as a measure of enhanced kinetic
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Figure 1.1: Thickness vs. temperature for a TPD glass film aged at Tage = 0.9Tg for a week
(open symbols) and a stable glass film deposited at Tdep = 0.9Tg (closed blue symbols).
The stable glass film has a higher density and lower fictive temperature compared to the
liquid-quenched or aged glasses. (Adapted from ref. [90])
stability.
Following the discovery of these PVD stable glasses, the de Pablo group devised an algorithm
to replicate the PVD process in MD simulations, creating the lower energy, higher stability
films that would be expected based on experimental results [71]. This protocol has since
been used in simple model [72, 47, 43] and atomistic studies [71, 3] alike. In these simulation
studies, change in potential energy (∆U ) between as-deposited and liquid-quenched films
is a more commonly used stability metric than the ∆ρ most typically seen in experiments,
primarily due to accuracy of measurement.
1.2.2 Factors Determining Vapor Deposited Glass Stability
Theory suggests that these stable PVD glasses are the result of enhanced mobility in the
region near the free surface of the film during the deposition process, such that molecules
are able to sample additional configurations and find optimal local positioning before being
constrained by subsequent layers [93, 10, 14, 91, 90]. This process is referred to as surface
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mediated equilibration (SME). Recent studies have shown that surface diffusion of organic
molecules is orders of magnitude larger than bulk diffusion [90, 93, 88]. Substrate temperature, relative to Tg , and deposition rate are integral to the dynamics of this process and can
therefore have a large effect on the properties of PVD glass films [18, 36]. A maximum in
stability is often observed around 0.85Tg , due to a trade off in thermodynamic and kinetic
capabilities. That is, the lower the Tdep , the greater the possible thermodynamic stability
that could be achieved in the film, but the lower the kinetic mobility allowed in the film,
perhaps particularly in the region below the free surface.
Predicting and controlling the properties of PVD glasses formed with different types of
small organic molecules remains a fundamental challenge. In particular, inter-molecular
interactions seem to have a large effect on the stability of PVD films [73, 63, 35, 81]. This
was demonstrated recently by Laventure et. al., who showed that model triazine derivatives
with increasing hydrogen bonding capability exhibit lowering kinetic stability [41]. This,
along with other recent work [12, 88, 87, 13], suggest that hydrogen bonding could inhibit
the formation of stable glasses, potentially due to limited surface mobility. However, much
remains to be learned about the exact nature of the effects of inter-molecular forces in
general, and the resulting microstructures they can create upon PVD, or even to what
extent these microstructures can be imprinted without losing stability.
In addition to strong inter-molecular interactions, molecular shape and the related intramolecular degrees of freedom seem to affect vapor deposited glass properties, thus far, particularly anisotropy. Glasses formed via PVD have been shown to exhibit anisotropic molecular orientation and structural layering with a strong dependence on Tdep , with molecules
actually completely swapping average orientation relative to the substrate (in-plane vs. outof-plane) as Tdep is increased. Coarse-grained simulation results from the de Pablo group
in conjunction with experimental data from the Ediger group have led to a hypothesis for
this temperature dependence based on molecular orientation at the free surface [48, 19, 4].
By simulating equilibrium liquid films of molecules of different shapes, and observing how
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molecular orientation changed with respect to distance from the free surface, these groups
were able to relate the observed average orientation within a PVD film to a proposed depth
of a liquid-like mobile layer on the surface of the film during the deposition process. A
diagram further demonstrating this concept can be seen in Figure 1.2. This work shows
not only a crucial insight in relating PVD stable glass formation to the equilibrium liquid
surface behavior, but also the importance of the microscopic detail provided by simulations
in understanding this complex process.

Figure 1.2: Illustration of how anisotropic structure present at the surface of an equilibrium liquid is trapped during deposition to produce anisotropy in PVD glasses, extending
throughout the glassy film. (Reproduced from ref. [22])
This anisotropic orientation has been shown to be dependent on molecular shape, in this
case a difference between rod-like and disk-like molecules. However, little work has been
done to systematically explore the relationship between small changes in molecular shape or
intra-molecular degrees of freedom and the stability of the resulting PVD glass films. Further studying strong inter-molecular interactions, long-range structure formation, molecular
shape, and intra-molecular degrees of freedom could elucidate key mechanistic details behind the SME process, allow for the substantial improvement of PVD-engineered glass film
properties, and broaden the classes of molecules that can be employed to generate stable
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PVD glasses.

1.3 Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Each chapter in this dissertation utilizes MD simulations of simple coarse-grained models
of molecules, designed to capture the basic physics of the original molecule, without the
computational expense of all-atom simulations. These molecules are composed of particles
interacting with each other via the commonly used Lennard-Jones (LJ) 12/6 potential,
 

σ 12  σ 6
ELJ (r) = 4
−
,
r
r

(1.2)

truncated and shifted using a linear decay term to ensure the potential and force go continuously to zero at the cutoff,

E(r) = ELJ (r) − ELJ (rc ) − (r − rc )

dELJ
dr

,

(1.3)

r=rc

where the cutoff distance for the potential is rc = 2.5σ. Within the molecules, particles are
bonded via a harmonic bond potential of the form,

Ebond (r) = Kbond (r − r0 )2 ,

(1.4)

where Kbond is the bond strength and r0 is the bond length. Additionally, angles and dihedrals are implemented between three and four particles, respectively, in the coarse-grained
models in order to give them further shape or alter their degrees of freedom. Harmonic
styles of their potentials are also used and take the forms,

Eangle (r) = Kangle (θ − θ0 )2 ,

(1.5)

where Kangle is the angle strength and θ0 is the desired angle, and,

Edihedral (r) = Kdihedral [1 + d cos(nφ)],
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(1.6)

where Kdihedral is the dihedral strength, and d and n allow you to select which angles along
the sinusoid are preferred. All MD simulations in this dissertation were run using the
LAMMPS [56] package.

1.4 Thesis Outline
In this dissertation, I will discuss my graduate work on studying the effects of systematic
changes in inter-molecular interactions and intra-molecular degrees of freedom on the properties of simulated glasses. Throughout this work, we see how small changes in these factors
can have large impacts on molecular structure, diffusion, relaxation, orientation, fragility,
and mechanical response. Through the use of the exact nature of MD simulations, we can
often also elucidate mechanisms for these impacts.
In Chapter 2, we study the effects of inter-molecular interactions and microstructure formation on PVD glass films, using a coarse-grained model of molecules with fluorinated tails.
By altering the length of the tail, we can tune the degree of microstructure formation, and
we observe how this affects PVD glass stability, while also proposing, and supporting a
mechanism for this behavior. In Chapter 3, models of organic molecules are developed focusing on the strength of the rotational barriers placed on their side groups in order to study
intra-molecular degrees of freedom. Here we see the effect this has on PVD glass stability
and make connections to surface mobility and the depth of the mobile region. In Chapter 4,
PVD and liquid-quenched glasses (LQG) are tested for their mechanical response to shear.
The large differences in their properties, as well as the length scales over which they take
place, are correlated with local particle mobility. Finally, in Chapter 5, the same molecular
models are used to tune fragility behavior. Softness is implemented for a molecular system
for the first time and provides new insight into the origins of glass fragility.
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CHAPTER 2: Inter-Molecular Interactions and Microstructure Formation
Much of this chapter is reproduced from Moore, A. R., Huang, G., Wolf, S., Walsh, P. J.,
Fakhraai, Z., & Riggleman, R. A. (2019). Effects of microstructure formation on the stability of vapor-deposited glasses. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 116(13),
5937-5942.

2.1 Introduction
In this work, we aim to systematically examine the effects of intermolecular interactions
and the propensity for microstructure formation on the surface mobility and stability of
simulated PVD glasses. To gain insight on the local structure and mechanism, we use MD
simulations to study empirical coarse grained models of organic molecules containing model
fluorocarbon tails of increasing length: 0, 1, 4, and 8 fluorocarbons. The organic glassformers of interest here, shown in Figure 2.1, are made up of two distinct sections: the phenyl
”body” and the fluorocarbon ”tail”. These groups exhibit vastly different dispersion forces,
and thus locally each component will avoid mixing with each other. Our coarse-grained
model represents each benzene and each fluorocarbon as one of two distinct Lennard-Jones
sites, also shown in Figure 2.1. By varying the length of the ”tail” section, we can tune the
degree to which these molecules are able to micro-separate, and then examine the impact
this has on the resulting PVD film properties. We note that although the energy and length
scale of the interactions were chosen based on the relative polarizabilities and sizes of the
phenyl and fluorinated carbon groups, no effort was made to quantitatively map between a
higher resolution (e.g., atomistic) model.

2.2 Methods
For the coarse grained models used in this study, each phenyl or CF2 /CF3 group in the
molecule of interest was represented by a sphere interacting with a Lennard-Jones potential
truncated and shifted using a linear decay term to ensure the potential and force go continuously to zero at the cutoff. The cutoff distance for the potential is rc = 2.5σbb . To represent
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Figure 2.1: Molecular representation of the 1-tail and 8-tail organic glass formers (left) and
corresponding coarse-grained models (right). Body Lennard-Jones particles are colored blue
and tail particles are colored gray. Figure reproduced from ref[51].
the different sizes and polarizabilities of the “body”, b, groups and the “tail”, t, groups,
Lennard-Jones parameters were chosen σbb = 1.0, bb = 1.0, σtt = 0.6, and tt = 0.05, which
are consistent with the relative sizes and polarizabilities of the constituents [32]. For the
cross interactions between b and t components, standard Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules
√
were applied such that σbt = (σbb + σtt )/2 and bt = bb tt .
The substrate was generated by taking a slice of a disordered Lennard-Jones system of
density ≈ 1, and substrate interactions were neutral with both b and t type particles.
Substrate particles were fixed in their original positions with a harmonic potential (k = 50).
Harmonic bonds were placed between each benzene or fluorocarbon pair which are connected
in the organic molecule, with lengths adjusted accordingly such that l = 1.0, 0.667 or 0.333
and kbond = 50. Additionally, appropriate harmonic angles were placed between groups of
three particles, with four possible angles (90◦ , 120◦ , 180◦ , 109.5◦ , kangle = 500).
For each molecule, Tg was determined by measuring the potential energy during constant
pressure cooling ramps of bulk systems of 1000 molecules in a box with periodic boundaries
11

in the x, y, and z directions, and identifying the temperature at which the thermal expansion
coefficient changed. For 0-tail and 1-tail molecules, Tg = 0.55, for the 4-tail molecule,
Tg = 0.48, and for the 8-tail molecule, Tg = 0.41. This trend of Tg decreasing with increasing
tail length agrees well with experimental results for the 1-tail and 8-tail molecules, which
show Tg ’s of 323K and 298K respectively.
All MD simulations were run using the LAMMPS [56] package in the NVT ensemble and
time step of 0.002. The simulation box was 15σbb by 15σbb in the x − y plane and was
always allowed at least 10σbb of vacuum space above the free surface of the film. The PVD
process was simulated using a method similar to the one developed by Lyubimov et. al.
utilizing a number of deposition cycles until the film was grown to approximately 50-60σbb
[47]. A cycle consists of (1) introducing a new, randomly oriented molecule, above the film
free surface, (2) linear cooling of the molecule from the high temperature, T = 1.0, to Tdep ,
and (3) minimizing the energy of the system. The time allowed for a deposited molecule to
cool on the surface of the film was varied to achieve the effect of different deposition rates.
A “normal” deposition rate allowed 150 τ and a “slow” deposition rate allowed 300 τ .
To create the equilibrium liquid, films created via the PVD protocol were heated to well
above their glass transition temperature, T = 1.5Tg , allowed to relax, and subsequently
cooled to T = 1.2Tg . Local relaxation time was measured by sorting particles according to
their position relative to the z-axis, dividing them into bins of equal size, and then fitting
the self part of the intermediate scattering function, Fs (q, t) with q = 7.14, evaluated at
0.2.

2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Structure and Stability of PVD Glasses
Several films of the model fluorocarbon tail molecules (0,1,4, and 8-tail) were deposited
using the algorithm outlined in the Materials and Methods section and a Tdep ranging
from 0.75-0.95Tg . Figure 2.2 demonstrates the difference in the cluster formation between
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molecules of varying tail lengths. Analysis of these microstructures were performed by
cooling the as-deposited and transformed supercooled liquid films to 0.75Tg , and sorting
each tail particle into a cluster, defined such that a particle was considered to be in the
same cluster as another if the pair were within 1σbb of each other. Quantitatively speaking,
the average cluster size across all observed films of 1-tail molecules was 1.5 tails and the
largest cluster in any film represented just 0.7% of total tails in the system. For the 4tail molecules, the average cluster contained 3.8 tails and the largest cluster represented
13.7% of the system; for the 8-tail molecules, the average cluster contained 19.1 tails and
the largest cluster represented 93.4% of the system. No significant difference in the cluster
size was observed between different deposition temperatures or rates, or between PVD
and liquid-quenched glasses. Figure 2.2 further shows that smaller tail molecules lack the
ability to form widespread clusters, while larger molecules can arrange themselves to form
near-percolating microstructures.

Figure 2.2: Visualizations of the tail particles in the aggregate analysis performed on PVD
films of 1, 4, and 8-tail systems (left to right). Each of these films was deposited at 0.75Tg
at the typical 150 τ deposition rate. Aggregates are defined as tail particles within 1 σbb of
each other. Color is generated by a randomly assigned identifier. Figure reproduced from
ref[51].
To investigate the stability of the simulated PVD films, we used temperature ramping
simulations to observe the change in the system’s potential energy upon heating and subsequent cooling of as-deposited glasses with various tail lengths, as can be seen in Figure
2.3. We find that across the entire range of relative temperatures studied, a clear trend
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Figure 2.3: Temperature ramp results, plotted as potential energy vs. T /Tg , for PVD films
of each molecule type at Tdep = 0.90Tg and 150τ deposition rate. A constant has been
added to shift the potential energy curves for ease of comparison. Figure reproduced from
ref[51].
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emerges in the film stability. As Figure 2.3 shows, those molecules with longer tails, and
thus larger clusters, exhibit smaller changes in their potential energy upon transformation
to liquid-quenched glasses and demonstrably lower onset temperatures relative to Tg than
their shorter tail counterparts. These results indicate that the differences in the interaction
potentials and the resulting microstructures lead to less stable PVD glasses.
2.3.2 Supercooled Liquid Surface Properties
To learn more about the mechanism behind the instability of PVD glasses formed with the
longer tail molecules, we studied films of each molecule in the equilibrium supercooled liquid
state, at T = 1.2Tg . We divided each film in this equilibrium state into layers of thickness 1
σbb in the z-direction and measured the number of tail and body sites in each layer. Figure
2.4(a) shows the fraction of tail particles in each layer for equilibrium liquid films of the 1,
4, and 8-tail molecules. It can be seen that the tails in these films show a strong tendency
to migrate to the free surface, resulting in a tail depletion zone that grows stronger in
deviation from system average fraction and in length scale with increasing tail size. Thus,
the degree of enhanced dynamics at the free surface and its propagation depth into the
film also diminishes with increased tail length as seen in the plot of relaxation times of the
body particles with increasing z-position in the equilibrium liquid state (Figure 2.4(b)).
The 8-tail molecule in particular shows bulk-like relaxation behavior up until the very top
layer, in contrast to the 0-tail molecule, which shows a decrease in the relaxation time that
extends farther from the surface. In addition, there are local peaks in the relaxation time
for the 4-tail and 8-tail molecules, and by comparing with Figure 2.4(a) we can attribute
these variations in the relaxation time to the variations in the molecular packing near the
interface. Given the favorable surface arrangement of the tail particles, the body particles
show preference to the secondary layer, and this change in packing leads to longer relaxation
times in this region. Figure 2.4(c) also compares the MSD along the x − y plane for all
particles within the free surface layer. We can see that the molecules with longer tails exhibit
sub-diffusive behavior, and the MSD for the 8-tail molecule exhibits a caging plateau with
little discernible surface diffusion.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Local tail particle fraction vs. normalized height from the substrate, (b) the
local body relaxation time vs. normalized height from the substrate, and (c) mean squared
displacement in the x − y plane of the free surface layer, with solid black lines representing
system average, for films of equilibrium liquid (T = 1.2Tg ) of each molecule. Each film is
50-60 σbb in height. Figure reproduced from ref[51].
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Figure 2.5: Local tail particle fraction vs height from the substrate, with solid black lines
representing system average, at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% of one instance of the deposition process for the 1-tail and 8-tail molecules at 0.90Tg . The color of the line changes
from dark to light the further along in the deposition process. Figure reproduced from
ref[51].

2.3.3 Dynamics of the PVD Glass Surfaces
The tendency for tails to migrate to the surface also impacts the formation of the vapor
deposited glasses as can be seen in Figure 2.5. This figure shows snapshots of the film
composition throughout one deposition instance at 0.90Tg . The tail composition is enriched
at the surface layer, but as the deposition process continues, this initial layering is reconfigured. This suggests that the liquid-like mobile layer at the film free surface extends beyond
the length of these tails, even for the 8-tail molecules where the free surface dynamics are
slowed.
The existence of mobility below the free surface in the deposited glasses is further demonstrated by the results in Figure 2.6, which show the orientation of the unit vector along the
end-to-end axis of the tail of the 8-tail molecule during the deposition instance shown in
Figure 2.5. Here, to characterize this orientation, we use the P1 orientational order parameter defined by the first Legendre polynomial, calculated using the dot product of this unit
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Figure 2.6: (a) P1 (z), orientational order parameter, calculated using the dot product of the
end-to-end tail vector with the unit normal to the substrate, as a function of the distance
of the center of the tail from the free surface of the film. A positive value indicates that
the tail is oriented toward the free surface of the film, and colors represent the surface,
secondary, and bulk regions respectively. (b) P1 bond autocorrelation function (Cb ) of this
same tail vector plotted vs. number of subsequent molecules deposited for tails originating
in the three distinct regions. Figure reproduced from ref[51].
vector, n(z), for a tail a distance z away from the free surface, with the unit normal to the
substrate, nz ,
P1 (z) = hn(z) · nz i,

(2.1)

such that a positive value of P1 (z) indicates that the tail of the molecule is oriented toward
the free surface of the film. Note that the location of the free surface, and thus the origin
of this z-axis, is evolving throughout the deposition process. Figure 2.6(a) shows that tails
in the initial surface layer (red) are the most likely to be oriented toward the free surface
during deposition, while those in the secondary layer (blue) are in the process of reorienting
to become more isotropic, like those in the bulk of the film (black). Figure 2.6(b) then shows
the dynamic behavior of this end-to-end tail vector over the course of a deposition via the
P1 bond autocorrelation function, Cb , of tails originating at different distances relative to
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the free surface. This bond autocorrelation function can be defined,

Cb (∆t) = hn(t) · n(t + ∆t)i

(2.2)

where in this work, ∆t is represented by the number of molecules that have been deposited
since the original time t when the molecule unit vector orientation was first observed.
Note that in Figure 2.6(b) the plots are separated by color based on the z-position of the
molecule tail at the original time of observation, t. The frame of the film that is used in
each calculation is the energy minimized frame after the molecule deposition has occurred.
Here, the molecular reorientation beyond the initial surface layer can be directly observed.
Tails in the surface layer have greater initial mobility, before plateauing after around 50
molecules as they are forced to orient in the positive direction, and then more rapidly reorienting as they enter the secondary layer. Those tails beginning in the secondary layer show
a clear reorientation from initial position before then becoming trapped in the bulk-like
state. This is a remarkable observation given that previous work has suggested a predominantly surface-diffusion based mechanism for achieving stable PVD glasses. This work
demonstrates that relaxation below the free surface plays a role in the ultimate structure
of PVD glasses, although it may not necessarily lead to increased stability.
While differences between surface relaxation dynamics and surface diffusion in small organic
molecules have been highlighted in the past [89], few experiments have highlighted the
potential role of surface dynamics other than the surface diffusion in the formation of
stable glasses [90]. The clear evidence for rearrangement at layers below the free surface in
this study suggest that the SME process may involve more than just the surface diffusion
suggested in the past. Interestingly, this process also hinders layering from the free surface,
preventing the formation of bi-layers in these systems, despite significant clustering of the
molecules with increased tail length. Thus, we do not observe any longer range structures
or domains, and instead we observe disordered clusters.
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2.3.4 Effect of Cluster Formation on Stability of PVD Glasses
Based on the information gleaned from the equilibrium liquid behavior of these molecules,
we propose a mechanism for the relative instability of PVD films of molecules with increasing
disparity in the interaction potential. The increasingly bulk-like relaxation time and the
sub-diffusive surface behavior suggest that as molecules are introduced to the film’s free
surface, molecules with longer tails will quickly find a configuration in which the ”body” and
”tail” are matched with like sections, and then become trapped, as they find it increasingly
difficult to sample additional configurations. This tendency toward local domain separation
interferes with the enhanced mobility typically present at the free surface. Thus, molecules
with longer tails will find it more difficult to rearrange into configurations that enable
optimal packing, and the resulting PVD glasses will be generally less stable.
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Figure 2.7: (a) MSD in the x − y plane and (b) tail coordination number, Ctail , vs. time,
immediately following the initial contact with the film surface for a 300τ ”slow” deposition
of 8-tail molecules at 0.90Tg . The black line represents all tail particles, the blue line
represents those tails for which initially Ctail < 40, and the red line represents those tails
for which initially Ctail > 60. (c) A schematic demonstrating the difference in displacement
and coordination between tails belonging to these groups. Figure reproduced from ref[51].
To determine whether this phenomenon held on the free surface of a film during the deposition, we monitored the behavior of the 8-tail molecules in the short time immediately
after deposition. To get a sense of how the mobility of these molecules changes with lo20

cal configuration, we measured the mean squared displacement of the ”tail” particles in
the x − y plane as well as a tail coordination number, Ctail , defined as the number of tail
particles within 1.5σbb of a tail particle, over the 300 τ that the molecules were allowed to
relax after the initial surface contact. Figure 2.7 shows the results of these measurements
for all tail particles, and two subgroups: those tails which were initially under-coordinated
(Ctail < 40) and those tails which were initially highly coordinated (Ctail > 60). It can be
seen that those tails which began in the fairly tail-poor regions exhibit greater than average
mobility and evolve toward a greater coordination number much more quickly than other
tails. Those which find themselves locally domain separated from the beginning show much
lower mobility as well as an overall smaller change in Ctail . Across all ”tail” particles in this
8-tail system, the mean squared displacement appears to plateau by the end of the allowed
deposition time period. Thus, just as proposed, it seems that these longer tail molecules are
either initially mobile and become trapped upon entering a tail-rich region, or, are deposited
directly into a locally tail-rich area and are therefore already trapped.
To further verify our proposed mechanism, we then generated additional films of the 1 and
8-tail molecules using the “slow” deposition rate across the same range of temperatures,
0.75-0.95Tg . Figure 2.4 indicates that the 8-tail molecules should not gain much additional
mobility from the slower rate, while the 1-tail molecules are generally allowed greater exploration distance. Thus, if the trapping mechanism holds, we would expect that the stability
gain for the 1-tail molecule films would be greater than that for the 8-tail molecule films.
Figure 2.8 demonstrates the observed stability trends for typical vs. slow deposition rates
in the form of the percent decrease in potential energy across the spectrum of deposition
temperatures. The changes in energy for the 1-tail molecule compare well with those seen
in simulated vapor depositions of other coarse-grained models [43, 48]. Note that we expect
the depositions at lower substrate temperatures to exhibit a greater change in potential
energy, because at these temperatures kinetics are the limiting factor, as opposed to the
higher deposition temperatures, where a thermodynamic limit is quickly imposed by the
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Figure 2.8: (a) Temperature ramp results at Tdep = 0.85Tg , plotted as potential energy vs.
T /Tg , for a PVD film of 1-tail molecules and (b) 8-tail molecules. (c) Relative potential
energy difference between PVD film and ordinary glass across the spectrum of Tdep for PVD
films of 1-tail molecules and (d) 8-tail molecules. Figure reproduced from ref[51].
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equilibrium supercooled liquid state. We see that the slower deposition rate made a more
significant impact in PVD film stability for the 1-tail molecule films than for 8-tail molecule
films. For the 8-tail molecule, all films above the lowest tested substrate temperature
show little-to-no difference within our confidence intervals, and for the lowest substrate
temperature, the improvement is only from an unstable glass to a film which is nearly
identical to a liquid cooled glass. In contrast, the 1-tail molecule films exhibit more dramatic
improvement for each of the three lowest tested substrate temperatures. These results are
well aligned with the predictions made using the proposed mechanism.
2.3.5 Comparison to Experimental Results
We generated films of one-tail and eight-tail molecules using the temperature-gradient deposition technique outlined in ref[34]. These films were then measured for change in thickness
and birefringence during constant rate temperature ramps, in order to observe the shift in
density upon transformation to the liquid-quenched state, and to get a measure of thermodynamic stability. Potential energy change from simulations and density change from these
experimental systems can be seen in Figure 2.9. From this we can see in experiments similar reduced stability with increased tail size, showing the relationship between stability and
structure formation predicted by the simulation techniques is supported by experimental
results.
In Figure 2.9b it can be seen that the eight-tail molecules form considerably less stable
glasses than the one-tail molecules as measured by the change in density between the asdeposited PVD glasses and the standard liquid quenched glasses, across the range of relative deposition temperatures captured with the temperature-gradient deposition technique.
Here, the one-tail molecules achieve a maximum density change of 1.2%, while the eight-tail
molecules reach a maximum density change of 0.6%. In Subsection 2.3.4, we reported maximum energy changes of 2.3% and 1.2% for the coarse-grained model simulation analogues of
the one-tail and eight-tail molecules respectively. These results suggest a strong correlation
between our model systems and the physical experimental systems.
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Figure 2.9: (a) Difference in potential energy between as-deposited and liquid-quenched
glasses at different deposition temperatures relative to Tg for the coarse-grained model
simulations. (b) Difference in density as measured by film thickness between as-deposited
PVD and liquid-quenched glasses at different deposition temperatures relative to Tg for
experimental systems.
Figure 2.2 demonstrated the formation of microstructure as the glass films of the model
molecules were generated. We found that the longer the tail of the molecule, the greater
the ability of that molecule to form larger (although amorphous in nature) microstructures, composed of more molecular tails, and, the more likely they were to be percolating
throughout the film. Additional experiments were performed on the physical systems using
grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS), in order to measure the structural and packing details of the two molecules. Here, we observe for the first time, the
realization of a thermodynamically stable glass with long-ranged disordered structure.
Figure 2.10a shows the structure factors calculated from the coarse-grained model systems
of the one-tail and eight-tail molecules. These are the results of taking the Fourier transform
of the pair-correlation function generated by films in the super-cooled liquid state at 1.2Tg .
Structure factors were calculated at these high temperatures for better statistics, given
that there was no strong difference in packing between PVD and liquid-quenched glasses,
as noted in Section 2.3.1. In Figure 2.10a, the most prominent feature is the low q peak
( 1σ −1 ) of the eight-tail system. This peak is consistent with the large-scale amorphous
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Figure 2.10: (a) Structure factors generated by Fourier transform of the radial distribution
function for the one-tail and eight-tail model systems at 1.2Tg . (b) 1-D radial average of
GIWAXS measurements for experimental one-tail and eight-tail systems at Tdep ≈ 0.85Tg ,
where the layering peak intensity is maximized for the one-tail glasses. (c) 1-D radial
average of GIWAXS measurements for experimental systems of liquid quenched glasses.
network microstructure previously mentioned. This peak is noticeably absent in the one-tail
system, reaffirming the lack of this microstructure formation by the shorter tail molecule.
The results of the GIWAXS measurements for the physical one-tail and eight-tail systems
are shown in Figure 2.10b and 2.10c. These results shown are representative samples of the
structure in the as-deposited PVD state, and the ordinary LQG for each molecule. Notably,
the same prominent low q peak (around q = 0.2) exists for the physical eight-tail system
as in the simulated eight-tail system, seemingly confirming the existence of the amorphous
microstructure, both in the PVD and LQG films. To our knowledge, this type of long-range
structure has not been observed in PVD glasses before. This result, in conjunction with
the trend of observed decreasing PVD glass thermodynamic stability with increasing tail
length, lends further credence to the molecular trapping mechanism originally predicted by
our simulations.
Examination of the one-tail GIWAXS results yields a peak at q = 0.5 that shifts in intensity with shifting deposition temperature. This peak has been observed in other systems
of similarly shaped organic glass-forming molecules without F groups[44, 45], and results
in Figure 2.11 show that this peak is anisotropic in nature. The emergence of this peak
in PVD systems will here be referred to as a ”layering peak”[45], due to the q-value corre-
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sponding to the length scale of the molecule itself, and its prominence in the out-of-plane
orientation. Previous work has shown that this peak could not be the result of simple molecular orientation[45], and must be due to differences in the actual packing structure of the
molecules as they are being deposited. The emergence of this peak in the one-tail system,
matching the results of more neutrally structured organic molecules, is further indication
that the intermolecular interactions of the tail group in this molecule have little effect on
the overall structure of the PVD glass that is formed.
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Figure 2.11: (a) Out-of-plane index of refraction (black circles), as measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry, and layering peak intensity (blue squares) with varying deposition
temperature. (b) Optical birefringence for the one-tail and eight-tail films with varying
deposition temperature.
Additionally, worth noting is the implication of the random, disordered nature of the microstructure in the eight-tail molecule PVD system. In our simulation study, we observed
that the longer tails of the molecules located within the free surface layer tend to orient
themselves towards the free surface of the film, in both the LQG and PVD states, as well as
in snapshots during the deposition process itself. We further observed that these molecules
rearrange out of this initially templated orientation as they reach layers deeper into the
bulk of the film, forming the disordered microstructure seen in the final PVD state. Here
we observe a similarly random structure in the experimentally generated PVD films of the
eight-tail molecule, indicating that this reorientation from the original surface state does in
fact occur in the physical system. Previous work has shown that the surface orientation of
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particular rod and disk shaped molecules has an effect on molecular orientation throughout
a PVD film. Our results here, interestingly, seem to imply that the formation of structure
within a film can overcome the tendency to adhere to the surface orientation in layers below
the free surface.

2.4 Conclusions
Here we take a systematic approach to studying the effects of intermolecular interactions
and local domain separation on the properties of PVD glasses. This is done using a coarsegrained model of organic glass forming molecules containing fluorocarbon tails of increasing
length, which are immiscible with phenyl “body” groups. We first show that by increasing
the tail length, we increase the tendency for the molecules to form locally separated clusters.
We then observe that increasing tail length corresponds to generally less stable PVD glasses,
as measured by potential energy change over liquid-cooled glasses and changes in the onset
temperature.
Studying equilibrium liquid films provides insight into the behavior of the molecules on the
film free surface. Using measurements of MSD in the x − y plane and local relaxation time
in the films, we suggest that the longer the tail of the molecule, and thus the larger the
disparity in intermolecular interactions, the more likely they are to become locally trapped
upon deposition, and therefore unable to optimize packing position. This mechanism is
further supported by observations of 8-tail mobility and local configuration at short times
immediately after deposition, and simulations at slower deposition rates, which show that
the 8-tail molecules gain little in terms of stability from longer rearrangement time.
We also observe a strong tendency of the tails to segregate to the free surface as the tail
length is increased, resulting in enhanced density of body segments in the layers immediately below the free surface, which acts to slow down surface relaxation times for both
equilibrium supercooled liquids and the PVD glasses. However, remarkably, even for the
8-tail molecules, the surface relaxation times are fast enough in layers below the free surface
to allow molecular reorientation, resulting in a constant average tail density throughout the
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PVD films below this surface layer. Similarly, one could interpret our results from an energy landscape perspective, where the tail clusters ignore large energy barriers that prevent
the system from falling into low energy states near the surface [67, 29]. As such, despite
the strong surface tail segregation, macrostructures such as bi-layers do not form in these
systems and only disordered clusters that can span the system are observed. The enhanced
relaxation below the free surface during PVD suggest that stable glass formation involves
more than just equilibration due to the free surface diffusion.
Additionally, we report the results of the physically vapor-deposited experimental systems
for the one-tail and eight-tail molecules. We observe the novel long-range microstructure
presence in the eight-tail systems, confirmed by the results of GIWAXS measurements. We
also observe the same trend in the thermodynamic stability, in that the one-tail molecule
forms denser glasses than the liquid-quenched state as compared to the eight-tail molecule.
Further, the results of the GIWAXS measurements for the one-tail system show the emergence of an anisotropic layering peak, prominent in similar organic glass-formers, lacking
in strong intermolecular interactions. These results combined give us further confidence
in our proposed trapping mechanism, as well as the results of our coarse-grained models
in general. Finally, the disordered structure formation of the eight-tail molecules further
indicates the rearrangement of molecules beyond standard reorientation caused by the free
surface.
Understanding the effects of various chemical changes on the surface mobility and packing
efficiency of organic glass formers provides us with valuable insight into the fundamentals
of this complex process. The mechanism proposed in this study provides a step toward
effectively engineering the structure and stability of PVD glass films.
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CHAPTER 3: Intra-Molecular Degrees of Freedom
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, to better understand the role of molecular shape on the surface mobility
behavior and depths of mobility gradients, two organic molecules were identified and a corresponding coarse-grained model was designed to focus on intra-molecular degrees of freedom.
The two organic glass-formers, 9-(3,5-di(naphthalen-1-yl)phenyl)anthracene (α, α-A) and 9(3,5-di(naphthalen-1-yl)phenyl)phenanthrene (α, α-Phen) are identical in chemical formula
and molecular weight, and the only difference between them is that the anthracene (-A)
group in α, α-A is replaced by a phenanthrene (-Phen) group in α, α-Phen. This small
change in the shape of the side group has a large impact on the rotational barrier, impacting intra-molecular degrees of freedom, packing behavior, and overall molecular shape,
highlighted in Figure 3.1A. A coarse-grained model molecule was designed to capture this
major difference between the molecules: the enhanced barrier to rotation. This model was
based on the shape of the α, α-A, with the rotational barrier implemented in the form of a
harmonic dihedral potential, in order to mimic the differences in rigidity between -A and
-Phen.
Molecular shape has been shown to play a role in the orientation of molecules at the free
surface of films, and thus on the overall orientation of molecules within PVD glasses[48, 19,
4, 7], as diagrammed previously in Figure 1.2. The observed average orientation within a
PVD film has been proposed to be related to the depth of a liquid-like mobile layer on the
surface of the film during the deposition process[48, 19]. The depth to which this mobile
layer exists and how this changes with T and molecular shape is a topic of much interest.
A recent experimental study of vapor-deposited 2-methyltetrahydrofuran glasses derived
a 2.5nm layer for the thickness of the mobile surface layer at 0.82Tg [79] and molecular
dynamics simulations generally support such a length scale[48, 19, 51, 5]. Through the use
of the coarse-grained model, we study the impact of intra-molecular rotational freedom on
the stability of PVD glasses, how this changes with Tdep , and how this is connected to
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in-plane and out-of-plane mobility as related to distance from the free surface interface.

Figure 3.1: (A) Chemical structures of α, α-A (left) and α, α-Phen (right) molecules, along
with barriers to diherdral rotation, estimated based on DFT calculations. (B) Normalized
thickness vs. temperature for transformation curves of ∼240 nm films of α, α-A (blue) and
α, α-Phen (red) PVD glasses deposited at Tdep ∼0.83Tg (Tdep = 301±2 K for α, α-A and
Tdep = 303±2 K for α, α-Phen, respectively). The relative density increase (∆ρ, shown with
black arrow) was evaluated at 298 K and is ∆ρ ∼ 1.5±0.1% for both molecules. The Tg s
were determined to be Tg,A = 364 ± 1 K for α, α-A and Tg,P hen = 366 ± 1 K for α, α-Phen,
respectively. Figure reproduced from ref[86].

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Experimental System Details
The structures of the organic glass-formers referenced above, 9-(3,5-di(naphthalen-1-yl)
phenyl) anthracene (α, α-A) and 9-(3,5-di(naphthalen-1-yl) phenyl) phenanthrene (α, αPhen), can be seen in Figure 3.1A, along with values of the rotational barrier, calculated
via density fuctional theory, as detailed in ref[86]. Figure 3.1B shows a transformation curve
of PVD films of each molecule obtained using spectroscopic ellipsometry. Here the sample
thickness is measured as the PVD film is heated, transformed into the SCL, and then cooled
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Figure 3.2: Relative density (∆ρ) of as-deposited α, α-A (blue circles) and α, α-Phen (red
squares) films vs. Tdep for temperature gradient samples. Dashed and dotted lines are
the extrapolated SCL equilibrium lines for α, α-A (blue) and α, α-Phen (red) respectively.
Figure reproduced from ref[86].
back down into the LQG state, in order to obtain the relative change in density, ∆ρ. As
can be seen from the cooling curves, the Tg s of the two molecules are slightly different, with
Tg,A = 364±1 K and Tg,P hen = 366±1 K. For both compounds, deposition at Tdep ∼ 0.83Tg
resulted in a similar ∆ρ of ∆ρ = 1.5 ± 0.1% compared to the LQG.
Figure 3.2 then shows the ∆ρ obtained for temperature gradient samples over a broad range
of Tdep . In the yellow region of the figure, with Tdep close to Tg , both -A and -Phen form
stable glasses that very nearly follow the extrapolated SCL line. In the green region, the
films fall away from the SCL line and reach the maximum of ∆ρ at around Tdep ≈ 300 K.
Below this temperature, in the blue region, -A and -Phen begin to vastly deviate in their
behavior, with -A forming stable glasses over the entirety of this larger temperature range
and -Phen dropping off into unstable glasses at Tdep ≈ 264 K.
3.2.2 Coarse-Grained Model
A coarse-grained molecular model was constructed based on α, α-A, using eight interconnected Lennard-Jones (LJ) particles, each with parameters σ = 1.0 and  = 1.0. The LJ
potential used here includes a cutoff distance at rc = 2.5 and decays smoothly to zero. Har-
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monic bonds (7 per molecule, lbond = 1.0, 0.667, Kbond = 500) and angles (8 per molecule,
θangle = 90◦ , 120◦ , 180◦ , Kangle = 100) were used to create the general shape and structure of the molecule. Additionally, harmonic dihedral potentials were implemented between
groups of four particles representing the side groups of the molecule (4 per molecule, d = +1,
n = 1) and the strength of this harmonic dihedral potential was varied as the parameter
controlling the rigidity of the molecule in these studies (Kdihedral = 0, 50). Kdihedral will
henceforth be referred simply as K. A flattened diagram of the model molecule can be seen
in Figure 3.3A. While the overall shape of the model remains unchanged, this variation in
the dihedral potential strength can be thought of as a variation in the rotational barrier, as
seen between α, α-A and α, α-Phen. As such, the K = 0 model, with its greater rotational
freedom, can be thought of as more analogous to α, α-Phen and the K = 50 model, with its
more rigidly fixed side groups, can be thought of as more analogous to α, α-A. Note that
the differences in internal freedom are exaggerated in the coarse-grained model due to the
application of the dihedral potential to all three substituents, for the purpose of producing
a strong effect for study. Using bulk MD samples, glass transition temperatures were determined to be Tg = 0.70 for the K = 0 molecule and Tg = 1.24 for the K = 50 molecule.
The molecular dynamics (MD) PVD process used is detailed in Section 2.2, including the
size of the simulation box and the make-up of the substrate. Films generated here were all
of thickness ∼ 70σ. All MD simulations were run using the LAMMPS package[56], in the
NVT ensemble.

3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Stability Trends
Figure 3.3B shows the average relative fictive temperatures (Tf ) calculated for PVD glass
films deposited at a range of deposition temperatures for the two model molecules. These
fictive temperatures were calculated by finding the intersection point of lines fitted while
observing the change in the natural log of the specific volume in the middle region of the
film, with temperature: one line for the SCL, and one line for the glass associated with
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Figure 3.3: (A) Diagram of the flattened coarse-grained model molecule used in this work.
The curved arrows represent the three side groups to which the dihedral potential, denoted
in the listed equation, were applied. The K value was either K = 0 to mimic a more
flexible version of α, α-Phen or K = 50 to mimic a more rigid version of α, α-A. (B) Fictive
temperatures relative to Tg for PVD glasses of the two coarse-grained model molecules vs.
Tdep . The dashed black line represents the extrapolated SCL line. Tg = 0.70 for the K = 0
molecule and Tg = 1.24 for the K = 50 molecule, respectively.
the PVD film of interest. Sample heating and cooling ramps, transforming a PVD glass
for each model, can be seen in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.3B shows that the K = 0 molecule
forms stable glasses at higher relative Tdep as demonstrated by the lower measured fictive
temperatures, reaching a minimum of Tf = 0.94Tg and Tdep ≈ 0.87Tg . However, much
like the trend observed for the analogous α, α-Phen, beyond the last plotted point, around
Tdep = 0.87Tg , the molecules lose the ability to fully wet the glass surface, and completely
unstable films are generated. Conversely, the K = 50 model forms stable glasses over
a larger range of temperatures, much like the analogous α, α-A, and at its optimal point
(Tdep = 0.77Tg , Tf ≈ 0.94Tg ) matching the stability of the K = 0 model. Beyond this point,
unstable films are also generated for this system. Here we explore the difference in shape,
orientation, and mobility between these systems to examine these trends further.
3.3.2 Molecular Shape and Orientation
To characterize the molecular shape of the different models, asphericity, b, was calculated
for films of LQG and PVD glass for K = 0 and K = 50 systems. To measure asphericity,
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Figure 3.4: Natural logarithm of specific volume of as-deposited K=0 (red) and K=50 (blue)
films versus temperature for transformation curves. Dashed lines represent linear fits to SCL
and glass portions of the curves used to measure Tg as well as Tf for PVD configurations.
PVD films shown here were deposited at Tdep = 0.87Tg for K=0 and Tdep = 0.77Tg for
K=50. These are the most thermodynamically stable glasses obtained for each system,
with Tf ≈ 0.94Tg for each.
first we calculate the gyration tensor, S, for each group of N particles that make up a
molecule. Each component of the gyration tensor can be calculated as:
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where rm represents the mth dimensional Cartesian coordinate of particle i within the
molecule. This symmetric matrix can then be diagonalized to obtain the eigenvalues,
(λ2x , λ2y , λ2z ) also known as the principal moments of the gyration tensor, which can be
ordered such that λ2x ≤ λ2y ≤ λ2z . Asphericity is then calculated as:
b = λ2z −


1 2
λx + λ2y .
2

(3.2)

This means that b is only equal to zero when the particles are perfectly spherically symmetric
and it becomes closer to one the more non-uniform the particle distribution is. Figure 3.5
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shows the average asphericity of each model molecule in layers at different distances from
the free surface of both LQG and PVD glass films. While there is no observable difference
between surface and bulk molecule asphericity, or between LQG and PVD glass films, the
K = 50 model is more spherical in shape than the K = 0 model, again similar to the
difference between α, α-A and α, α-Phen.

Figure 3.5: Average asphericity, b, of molecules in 5σ layers vs. distance from the free
surface, h, for LQG and PVD glass films, for both the K = 0 and K = 50 molecular
systems, measured at a relative temperature T = 0.85Tg . PVD glass films measured here
were generated such that Tf ≈ 0.94Tg for both systems.
In addition to quantifying the shape of the different models, we use the P2 orientational order
parameter defined by the second Legendre polynomial, calculated using the dot product of
a vector, n, defined from the central particle to the middle of the largest side group, in
order to observe how molecular orientation changes in PVD films with Tdep . This order
parameter can be defined
3
1
P2 (z) = h (n · nz )2 − i,
2
2

(3.3)

where nz is the unit normal to the substrate. Using this order parameter, a value of +1
means the molecular vector is perpendicular to the substrate, a value of -0.5 means that the
molecular vector is parallel to the substrate, and a value of 0 means the molecular orientation
is isotropic. We find that, in general, both molecules behave largely the same, starting at
an isotropic baseline at Tg and becoming slightly in-plane oriented at colder deposition
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temperatures. Based on these results in conjunction with the asphericity, it seems likely
that molecular orientation does not play a large role in the differences in stability between
the models.

Figure 3.6: P2 orientational order parameter in PVD glass films at fixed temperature T =
0.85Tg , based on the vector defined in the inset, versus relative deposition temperature for
both the K = 0 and K = 50 systems.
3.3.3 Surface Mobility Anisotropy and Mobility Profiles
The mobility of the model molecules was measured by calculating the mean squared displacement (MSD) of particles, evaluated at a particular lag time, taken to be t = 9 × 104 τ ,
where τ is the standard LJ time unit. This lag time represents the τα for a particle of either
model molecule at Tg . Figure 3.7 shows results for this standard lag time MSD, used to
compare mobility throughout between the different model systems, in-plane (x−y direction)
and out-of-plane (z direction), and between surface and bulk. Data is shown for a large
range of temperatures below Tg for the LQG to establish a baseline for system behaviors.
Two PVD glass films for each system are also examined in this way, a slightly stable higher
fictive temperature glass at Tf = 0.97Tg , and a more stable lower fictive temperature glass
at Tf = 0.94Tg . The high and low fictive glasses were deposited at Tdep = 0.97Tg and
Tdep = 0.87Tg for the K = 0 molecule and Tdep = 0.87Tg and Tdep = 0.77Tg for the K = 50
molecule.
Figures 3.7(C/F) represent an important summary of the results of these measurements,
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by showing the ratios of these MSD measurements, in-plane over out-of-plane, for LQG
films at a range of temperatures below Tg . Figure 3.7C shows results for a 2σ layer 30σ
from the free surface, representative of bulk film characteristics, and Figure 3.7F shows
results for a 2σ layer (roughly the diameter of one molecule) at the free surface of the film.
These ratios measure the presence of anisotropy in mobility at these different locations and
temperatures. The absolute measurements used to calculate these ratios can be seen in
Figures 3.7(A/B/D/E).

Figure 3.7: Mean squared displacement for particles in LQG films (darker squares connected
by solid line) and two different PVD films, a higher fictive temperature, Tf = 0.97Tg
(diamond), and a lower fictive temperature, Tf = 0.94Tg (lighter circle), in the (A)/(D)
x − y plane and in the (B)/(E) z direction, evaluated at a lag time t = 9 × 104 τ , for both
the K = 0 (red) and K = 50 (blue) molecular systems, vs. relative T /Tg . (C)/(F) represent
ratios of mean squared displacement in the x − y plane (in-plane) over twice that in the z
direction (out-of-plane). (A)/(B)/(C) shows results for a layer 2σ thick, 30σ from the free
surface, representing bulk behavior. (D)/(E)/(F) shows results for a layer 2σ thick at the
very surface of the films.
Perhaps expectedly, it can be seen in Figure 3.7C that for all temperatures, and across both
model molecules, this ratio is unity when observing those particles in the bulk of the film.
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These particles are equally able and equally likely to diffuse in any of the three Cartesian
directions. The far more diverse results are seen when observing the mobility anisotropy
trends at the free surface in Figure 3.7F. At the free surface, the particles often have greater
ability to diffuse in the x − y plane than in the z direction, and this ratio measures the
degree to which this occurs. For the K = 0 molecule, the maximum in this ratio is seen
at Tg , starting at a value around 10. As temperature is decreased from there, the ratio
steadily decreases before hitting a plateau around 0.82Tg , nearly the same Tdep where PVD
films become completely unstable. For the K = 50 molecule, the ratio at Tg also starts
at around 10, but reaches the peak in ratio further down at 0.91Tg , reaching a value of
nearly 20. From this point on, as temperature decreases, the ratio decreases, but notably
does not hit a plateau. As already noted, compared to the K = 0 molecule, the K = 50
molecule produces stable glasses over a broader range of temperatures, but does also become
unstable at a point where this ratio becomes 4 compared to 2 for K = 0. At both unstable
temperature cutoffs, the in-plane mobility at this characteristic timescale dips below 2σ.
Turning to the absolute measurements of MSD in the bulk, it can be seen in Figure 3.7(A/B)
that the fictive temperature has a large impact on the bulk mobility of particles across both
systems and evenly across Cartesian directions, with the more stable, lower Tf glasses
exhibiting lower mobility. This can be readily explained by the enhanced density and closer
packings of stable glasses. Interestingly, both K = 50 PVD films see more drastic drops
in mobility and little change in bulk mobility when increasing T from 0.82Tg to 0.92Tg .
This suggests the more rigid K = 50 molecule forms stable packings that are more deeply
kinetically trapped across increasing temperature.
However, in the absolute measurements of MSD at the free surface, seen in Figure 3.7(D/E)
these trends do not hold. In-plane mobility for the most stable PVD films of both systems
at T = 0.82Tg is in fact greater at the free surface as compared to the LQG, and practically
identical to the LQG at T = 0.92Tg . This is generally true for the out-of-plane mobility as
well, but to a lesser degree, such that the ratios of in-plane to out-of-plane mobility are also
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enhanced for the PVD films at T = 0.82Tg . Note that the ratio for the high stability film
at this T , the same Tdep for which glasses deposited become unstable, is now closer to 3.

Figure 3.8: Mean squared displacement for particles in LQG films and two different PVD
films, a higher fictive temperature, Tf = 0.97Tg , and a lower fictive temperature, Tf =
0.97Tg , in 2σ layers vs. distance from the free surface, h, in the (A)/(D) x − y plane and in
the (B)/(E) z direction, evaluated at a lag time t = 9 × 104 τ . (C)/(F) represent ratios of
mean squared displacement in the x − y plane (in-plane) over twice that in the z direction
(out-of-plane). (A)/(B)/(C) shows results for the K = 0 system and (D)/(E)/(F) shows
results for the K = 50 system.
To examine this enhanced mobility at the free surface of PVD films, and the depths to which
this enhancement may propagate, Figure 3.8 shows mobility profiles for both systems and all
three film types (LQG, lower stability PVD, higher stability PVD) as a function of distance
from the free surface, measured at T = 0.82Tg , the lower temperature where the enhanced
PVD surface mobility was prominent. In general, it does appear that the more stable the
PVD glass formed, the greater the mobility at the free surface, and the longer the distance
of this enhanced mobile region, effectively creating a sharper dichotomy between a more
mobile, larger surface region, and a more densely packed, less mobile bulk. In both LQG
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systems, the surface mobility becomes bulk-like and relatively even about 6σ from the free
surface of the film. In the K = 0 high stability PVD film, this distance to reach bulk-like
mobility appears to take up to 16 − 18σ, both in-plane and out-of-plane. For the K = 50
high stability film, this distance appears to be 12 − 14σ in-plane and 10 − 12σ out-of-plane.
Anisotropic mobility ratios are enhanced at the free surface of stable PVD films as well,
but do not display the same length scales as the absolute mobility measurements.
These results provide many ways to differentiate between the K = 0 and K = 50 systems.
K = 0 films are consistently less anisotropic in mobility at the free surface, and the trends
in enhanced mobility associated with the free surface of PVD films occur more in tandem
between in-plane and out-of-plane motion. K = 50 films show much larger anisotropy at
the free surface, indicating surface molecules having a difficult time penetrating into the
film. While PVD films show enhanced mobility in-plane, they show no such improvement
out-of-plane. Additionally, the thicknesses of the mobile regions are shorter for K = 50 films
in general, and do not appear to couple in-plane and out-of-plane motion. The relative lack
of configurational entropy for the more rigid K = 50 molecules likely results in more unique
high density packings. This seems to drive the mobile/bulk region dichotomy to a greater
degree in this system, resulting in thinner mobile regions with sharper transitions.

3.4 Conclusions
Here we studied a coarse-grained model designed to elucidate the effects of intra-molecular
degrees of freedom on the stability of PVD glasses and the gradients in mobility of glass
films. We found that both the more rotationally flexible K = 0 molecule and the more
rigid K = 50 molecule were capable of producing stable glasses, but the K = 50 molecule
produces them over a broader range of temperatures. We found that perhaps the point
where unstable glasses are produced is correlated with a cutoff value in either in-plane
surface mobility, or the surface mobility anisotropy, but more remains to be examined here.
Examining the gradients in mobility in each system, we found that PVD glasses in general
seem to show a greater disparity between a highly mobile surface region and a low mobility
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bulk region, where the surface mobility is actually enhanced compared to LQG while bulk
mobility decreases with higher density packing. This mobile region is also larger in PVD
films compared to LQG. Finally, the K = 50 rigid molecule shows evidence of separating
these two regions to a greater degree than K = 0, likely due to reduced configurational
entropy, resulting in thinner, but more distinct mobile regions.
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CHAPTER 4: Interfacial Dynamic and Mechanical Property Length Scales
This chapter is reproduced from a manuscript in preparation.

4.1 Introduction
Dynamic and mechanical properties of thin glassy films of small organic molecules play
an important role in a growing number of applications, such as organic electronics[68, 78,
60], protective coatings[49], and nano-imprint lithography[55]. These disordered liquid-like
structures display unique and complicated behaviors near interfaces, both free surfaces and
substrates, that have been a subject of research for decades[25, 57, 54, 30, 66, 27, 91, 89,
92, 34]. While it is generally agreed that mobility is enhanced near the free surface of the
film, the degree to which this mobility extends into the film and the rationale behind this
length scale have been long-debated topics, further complicated by factors like structural
inhomogeneity, chemical components, and geometric confinement. To make matters more
difficult, local mechanical properties have been found to vary with respect to thickness and
distance from interfaces in glassy films as well, but not necessarily in the same ways as local
dynamics[84].
Previously, work has been done by Kearns et al.[38] and Fakhraai et al.[24] to study the
mechanical properties of PVD films using Brillouin light scattering spectroscopy, observing
how they change with Tdep and the corresponding stability changes. These studies found
that for PVD films of the organic molecules indomethacin and trisnapthylbenzene, longitudinal modulus can be as much as 14% higher, and shear and Young’s moduli can be as
much as 19% higher, of course, representing bulk values. In this work, we take advantage of molecular dynamics simulations to study the local dynamic mechanical properties
(DMPs) in both PVD and LQG films of a simple model molecule that has been extensively
characterized in literature, and how they differ with thickness and distance from the relevant interfaces. In addition, we compare these results to length scales of relevant mobility
properties to offer insight into potential relationships.
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4.2 Methods
The molecular model used in this work is detailed in Section 3.2, and is implemented here
with no dihedral potentials. The molecular dynamics (MD) PVD process used is also
detailed in Section 2.2, including the make-up of the substrate. In the x and y directions,
the simulation box is 15σ × 15σ with at least 10σ of empty space above the film at all times.
All MD simulations were run using the LAMMPS package[56], in the NVT ensemble.
Local storage and loss moduli were measured using observed particle stress during oscillatory
shear experiments. The LAMMPS package ’wiggle’ command (maximum amplitude, γ, and
frequency, ω) was used to induce the oscillatory shear in the x − y plane using SLLOD
boundary conditions in a triclinic box. From there, local particle stress in the appropriate
direction was averaged over 100 cycles and fit to the equation
τ xy (t, z)/γ = G0 (ω, z) sin(ωt) + G00 (ω, z) cos(ωt)

(4.1)

in order to determine the local moduli. Results shown are averages of the moduli from at
least three different configurations using this method.

4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Local Shear Storage and Loss Moduli
In a 2005 publication, Yoshimoto et al. performed a study on simulated free-standing
polymer thin films, examining local DMPs using oscillatory shear deformation[84]. Through
this work, they were able to conclude that soft layers exist near free surfaces of thin films
of glassy polymers, and that the ratio of these soft layers to the height of the film increases
with decreasing film thickness. Following the guidelines established by this work, here, we
perform similar sinusoidal oscillations on thin and thick films of a model molecular glassformer, in both the LQG and PVD states, in order to measure local DMPs, observe how
the ’soft’ layer length scales differ with film height, and the effect of the vapor deposition
process and corresponding increased film stability.
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Figure 4.1: Local shear storage and loss moduli as measured by oscillatory deformation
plotted along the height of the film, z, where 0 represents the position of the substrate.
Closed symbols in black represent the PVD film deposited at Tdep = 0.87Tg with a measured
Tf = 0.94Tg , the lowest fictive temperature observed for this model molecule. Open symbols
in red represent the ordinary LQG film. (A-E) show results for configurations of films at
five different thicknesses, h ≈ 15, 28, 42, 56, 70σ, denoted by the numbers in the top right
corners.
For oscillatory deformation results shown here, we use a maximum strain amplitude, γ =
0.03, and a frequency, ω = 0.01, chosen to ensure that shear storage and loss modulus are
independent of γ. For our PVD films we use configurations generated at Tdep = 0.87Tg ,
which has been previously reported to exhibit a fictive temperature of Tf = 0.94Tg , the
most stable film generated for this particular model molecule.
Figure 4.1 shows the local DMPs for the range of glasses at five different film thicknesses
(h ≈ 15, 28, 42, 56, 70σ), measured at a common temperature, T = 0.85Tg . The PVD films
exhibit a notable difference in bulk G0 and G00 , with the more stable glass showing greater
G0 and lower G00 . The loss modulus in particular is as much as 1.5× larger in LQG glasses
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at the most disparate points. It can also be observed, especially in the loss modulus, G00 ,
that the PVD films exhibit drastically different length scales for the so-called soft layers as
compared to the standard LQG, with gradients existing at distances of 10 − 20σ from both
the substrate and free surface interfaces compared to 5σ in the LQG.
Additionally, much like previously reported, we observe an increasing ratio of soft layers
to film height with decreasing film thickness. This effect is also more dramatic in the
PVD films than the LQG films. In the most extreme case, observing the thinnest film of
the PVD glass, a gradient in both G0 and G00 can be seen across the entirety of the film.
Perhaps relatedly, a recent publication from the Fakhraai group reported densities in thin
films of PVD glass for an organic glass-former that went beyond what was predicted by the
extrapolated super-cooled liquid line[34]. The researchers proposed a liquid-liquid phase
transition, stating that there may be a packing uniquely accessible to molecules while in
the thin film state. While, in this work, we are unable to reproduce the remarkable density
differences observed, the results for DMPs in thin film PVD glasses perhaps also suggest a
unique state.
4.3.2 Local Mobility Profiles and Correlations
Previously, mobility profiles from the free surface for the model molecule studied here were
generated via measurement of the mean squared displacement at a specific time relevant to
the bulk diffusion of a particle at Tg (t = 9 × 104 τ ), the details of which are reported in
an earlier publication. The mobility gradients were primarily used to observe ratios of inplane to out-of-plane movement and comment on their relationship to PVD glass formation,
but also offer a method of qualitatively observing the length scale of the mobile region of
a film. Figure 4.2A shows mobility profile results for the 70σ LQG and PVD films at
T = 0.85Tg , the same temperature used to perform the oscillatory deformation, and shows
some interesting similarities to the local DMP profile.
Certain features on both the mobility and the DMP profiles, particularly for the loss modulus, stand out as distinct. From the substrate side, in both mean squared displacement and
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Figure 4.2: (A) Localized mean squared displacement of particles measured at a time t =
9 × 104 τ , a characteristic timescale to the measured Tg versus distance along the height of
the film. Measurements were taken at T = 0.85Tg , the same T used for the oscillatory shear
deformation. Black triangle symbols represent PVD film configurations and red diamond
symbols represent LQG film configurations. Dashed lines are the averaged bulk values taken
between 20 − 40σ into the film from the free surface. (B,C) Correlation between local mean
squared displacements and local storage and loss moduli, respectively, for both PVD and
LQG films. Dashed lines show power law fits for the PVD data.
loss modulus there is an increase from a minimum at z = 1 until reaching a local maximum
around z ≈ 15, followed by a decrease to a more bulk-like value. From the free surface, again
each of these profiles are clearly above bulk value from the top of the film until z ≈ 50, an
astounding 15 − 20σ into the film. To approach this more quantitatively, Figures 4.2(B,C)
show the correlation between the local mobility values and the local storage and loss moduli. It can be seen that while there is clearly no correlation between these observables in
the LQG films, slight correlations do exist for each modulus in the PVD films. This says
that not only are there distinctly long length scales that exist in the mobility of PVD films,
perhaps as a result of how they are formed or simply by the nature of thermodynamically
stable glasses near interfaces, but also that these gradients likely have an impact on the
mechanical properties of the films.

4.4 Conclusions
In this work, we used a previously well-studied model molecular glass former to generate
PVD and LQG films of different thicknesses and test them for both local DMPs and local
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mobility. We observed that, in general, the PVD films exhibit a greater storage modulus
and lower loss modulus as compared to the ordinary LQG films. Interfacial effects were
also much more apparent in the PVD films, both from the substrate and the free surface
sides. Gradients in both DMP and mobility were found in PVD films at length scales
potentially as large as 20σ at a temperature well below Tg . In the thinnest films, gradients
in mechanical properties could be seen across the film’s entire height. Correlations were
then observed between local mobility and local storage and loss moduli, further signifying
the connection between this property inherent to the PVD film and its mechanical response.
This work opens the door to further exploration of the length scales that may be crucial
to the formation of PVD glasses, and the impact that they have on the properties of the
resulting films.
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CHAPTER 5: Tuning Glass Fragility via Dihedral Rigidity
This chapter is reproduced from a manuscript in preparation.

5.1 Introduction
In this work, we study a coarse-grained model molecular glass-forming system (as can be
seen in Figure 5.1), based on a real organic molecule, using molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations. By making small systematic changes to the rigidity of the side groups attached
to the molecule, we see large changes in the trends of relaxation time versus temperature,
and therefore the fragility of the systems. To control this rigidity, we simply alter the
strength of the dihedral potentials put in place for the three side groups of our model
molecule, as outlined in Figure 5.1. Here we explore the various relationships between
material properties that change with this simple model adjustment. We then implement
the machine-learned quantity softness for the first time in a model molecular glass and
highlight further correlations that are revealed by this more focused structural quantity.

5.2 Methods
The molecular model studied in this work is based on the organic glass-former, 9-(3,5di(naphthalen-1-yl)phenyl)anthracene (α, α-A) and has been previously outlined in Section
3.2. It is constructed from eight interconnected Lennard-Jones (LJ) particles, each with
parameters σ = 1.0 and  = 1.0. The LJ potential used here includes a cutoff distance at
rc = 2.5 and decays smoothly to zero. Harmonic bonds (7 per molecule, lbond = 1.0, 0.667,
Kbond = 500) and angles (8 per molecule, θangle = 90◦ , 120◦ , 180◦ , Kangle = 100) were
used to create the general shape and structure of the molecule. Additionally, harmonic
dihedral potentials were implemented between groups of four particles representing the side
groups of the molecule (4 per molecule, d = +1, n = 2) and the strength of this harmonic
dihedral potential was varied as the parameter controlling the rigidity of the molecule in
these studies (Kdihedral = 0, 2, 5, 10). Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were run using
the LAMMPS package[56], and consisted of 1250 molecules (10,000 particles) in the NPT
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Figure 5.1: Rendering of the coarse-grained model molecule studied here. The curved arrows
represent the three side groups to which the dihedral potential, the functional form of which
is given in the listed equation, were applied. The K value was varied between four values,
Kdihedral = 0, 2, 5, 10. The numbers on each bead denote the type assigned to the particle
for the purpose of generating softness hyperplanes.
ensemble at zero pressure.

5.3 Results and Discussion
5.3.1 Fragility of Dihedral Models
In order to map the fragilities of these model systems, alpha relaxation times were measured
at a range of temperatures approaching the individual Tg ’s for each value of the dihedral
potential. Relaxation times were obtained from the self part of the intermediate scattering
function, Fs (q, t) with q = 7.14, evaluated at 0.2. The trends in relaxation times with
temperature for each model system can be seen in Figure 5.2, first scaled by Tg in order
to directly display the fragility trends, and then in absolute T in order to show the observed differences in Tg between systems. It is clear that with increasing dihedral potential
and increasing rigidity of the molecular shape, the higher the measured Tg as well as the
more fragile glass obtained. From the nature of the model, this is directly connected to the
differences in allowed intra-molecular motion and available configurations. Fits to the re50

laxation time-temperature curves were obtained using the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT)
equation[26, 77], of the form,

ln τα = ln τ0 +

DT0
T − T0


,

(5.1)

where τ0 is a characteristic timescale, T0 is the temperature of divergence, and D is a
quantifiable fragility strength parameter, useful for comparison here. Fragility index, m,
was calculated using Equations 1.1&5.1 as T approaches the calculated Tg . Table 5.1 lists
the relevant parameters for each model system, quantifying the differences in Tg and in
fragility.

Figure 5.2: (A) Alpha relaxation time plotted versus inverse temperature scaled by Tg in
order to observe the differences in fragility behavior between the model systems. Lines
plotted are fits of the VFT equation to the data. (B) Alpha relaxation time plotted versus
absolute inverse temperature, to display the differences in Tg between the model molecules.
5.3.2 Classic Fragility Correlations
To further analyze the self intermediate scattering functions describing relaxation behavior,
one can fit the long-time portion of the curve to the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts (KWW)
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K=0
K=2
K=5
K=10

Tg

T0

D

m

0.70 ± 0.03
0.86 ± 0.02
1.00 ± 0.02
1.08 ± 0.04

0.543 ± 0.002
0.719 ± 0.009
0.895 ± 0.009
0.979 ± 0.004

3.27 ± 0.07
3.0 ± 0.1
1.8 ± 0.1
1.44 ± 0.07

74 ± 2
94 ± 9
140 ± 20
166 ± 8

Table 5.1: Tg and VFT equation fits for each of the model systems, representing characteristic temperatures and fragility behavior. Fragility index, m, is calculated using Equations
1.1&5.1 as T approaches the calculated Tg .
stretched exponential function [39, 82] of the form,

Fs (t) = exp −(t/τα )β ,

(5.2)

where β is in the range 0 < β < 1. Those fits which are more non-exponential, closer to
0, indicate strongly glassy behavior and those more nearly exponential, closer to 1 indicate
strongly liquid-like behavior. In a study collecting a large number of experimental results
across a wide range of fragilities, Boehmer et al. found that when looking at the stretching
exponent for liquids at Tg , there is a correlation between the magnitude of β and the
fragility index: more fragile glasses tend to behave more non-exponentially (β closer to 0)
than stronger glasses[9]. This correlation is notably still not fully understood, and appeared
to work best when comparing similar systems.
Stretching exponents for our different models across temperatures approaching Tg can be
seen in Figure 5.3A. For higher temperatures, up to around 1.2Tg , the trend appears to be
the opposite of that proposed by Boehmer and coworkers. Our higher fragility glasses with
higher dihedral potentials tend to have higher β values at similar scaled temperatures than
their lower dihedral strength counterparts. Admittedly, these results are noisier to interpret
closer to Tg itself, but within error of measurement, there is no significant difference between
the β values of each system. While again, our trend in this case appears opposite to what was
observed previously, perhaps notably, we do see a greater slope in β vs. scaled temperature
for higher dihedral strength, higher fragility glasses.
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Figure 5.3: (A) KWW stretching exponent, β, plotted versus scaled inverse temperature for
each of the dihedral strengths. Lines shown simply connect points in order to guide the eye.
(B) Inverse estimated total entropy, scaled by the entropy value obtained at T = Tg , versus
scaled inverse temperature, plotted to mimic the thermodynamic entropy plot presented
in Martinez and Angell[50]. Lines plotted are fits to a modified VFT-like equation where
1/Stot (T ) replaces ln τα (T ).
In addition to implementing the fragility index itself, Angell and coworkers also had success
in correlating fragility with thermodynamic behavior of glass-forming systems, specifically
regarding the excess entropy, Sex [50]. In the case of Angell’s work, Sex was defined as the
difference between the liquid system entropy and that of the corresponding crystal. In a 2001
publication, Martinez and Angell evaluated a thermodynamic fragility metric, defined as the
slope of the excess entropy, scaled to that at Tg , versus temperature, as one approaches the
glass transition, and showed remarkable correlation between these thermodynamic fragility
curves and the relaxation-based fragility curves[50]. The theory here, consistent with the
Adam-Gibbs model[1], is then that for more fragile systems, small changes in temperature
can result in massive changes in the constraints which control the available configurations,
resulting in the large differences in relaxation time.
Here we explore the changing thermodynamics of our model systems by similarly mapping
the changing entropy with temperature. In this case, we use total entropy, defined using
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the known entropy of the ideal gas at the same temperature and density, Sid (T, ρ) and
the simplified S2 approximation, such that Stot = Sid + S2 . The S2 approximation can be
obtained by using just the oft-measured radial distribution function, g(r),[28] and is defined
as
S2 (T, ρ)
= −2πρ
N

Z

∞

[g(r) ln g(r) − g(r) + 1]r2 dr.

(5.3)

0

While the S2 approximation does not always capture the dominant component of the entropy
in excess of the ideal gas reference state, it tends to do well in this regard for relatively
simple LJ models[6], such as the one studied here. Figure 5.3B shows results of Stot (T )
measurements for each value of the dihedral potential across a range of temperatures approaching Tg . We plot the inverse entropy, scaled by the entropy value measured at Tg in
order to mimic the thermodynamic fragility plot in Martinez and Angell[50]. Equation 5.1
was modified and used to fit the data by replacing ln τα (T ) and ln τ0 with 1/Stot (T ) and 1/S0
respectively. Interestingly, in the case of our models, the thermodynamic fragility trend is
actually the opposite of the observed kinetic trend, thus entropy alone cannot explain the
relaxation behavior here.
5.3.3 Applying Softness to Fragility
As outlined in Section 1.1.2, softness (S) is a machine learned, per-particle, local structural
quantity that has proven to be quite informative in describing the dynamics of glass-forming
systems. In a 2016 publication, Schoenholz et al. showed for a Kob-Andersen LJ glass,
that probability of particles rearranging is a function of their softness (PR (S)), and that
probability follows Arrenhius behavior for particles of a given S[61]. Given this, PR (S) can
be described as
PR (S) = exp (Σ(S) − ∆E(S)/T ),

(5.4)

where ∆E(S) and Σ(S) are energy and entropy scales respectively, describing rearrangements for particles of a given S. If one were then to fit ln PR (S) vs. 1/T to this linearized
function for several different values of S, one would obtain these energy and entropy scales
dependent only on the structural quantity S, independent even of T . As one might expect,
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large heterogeneities exist in both S and PR (S) at lower T , with these diminishing as the
lines obtained intersect at a common higher temperature, the onset for glassy dynamics
within the system, where rearrangements begin to depend on local structure.
While previously applied to simple binary LJ mixtures[61, 62] and polymers[83], here, for
the first time a molecular glass-former with a distinct shape was used to train a softness
hyperplane, and to obtain the energy and entropy distributions of the particles based on this
softness. This was done in a unique way, given that each particle making up the molecule
behaves in a slightly different manner. For each of the dihedral strengths, the molecule
was broken down into four different particle types, seen labeled in Figure 5.1, and each
particle type was trained to form its own independent softness hyperplane. Each particle
was represented as a function of 30 radial structure functions taking into account each
possible pair of types for a total of 120 coordinates relevant to each of the 4 hyperplanes.
While each hyperplane was trained independently, all results shown here are for all particles
within the system, and thus combine all four particle types.
In this work, only radial structure functions were used as hyperparameters to identify
particles by their local structure. These radial structure functions took the form

GX (r) =

X

exp [−

j∈X

1
(r − Rij )2 ],
2δ 2

(5.5)

for a particle i, where X is the type of particle of interest, Rij is the distance between
particles i and j, r is radial distance of the density being measured, and δ is a Gaussian
smoothing constant. Here, r took a range of values from 0.9 to 2.35, spaced evenly by
0.05, and δ was taken as 0.05. Given the separation of the molecule into four distinct
particle types, and that the radial structure functions took into account the type of particle
within its specified radius, these 30 functions became 120 functions for each hyperplane, and
contained more specific structural information as a result. Given the already relatively large
number of functions, and the information contained, angular functions were not necessary
here to achieve success in correlating softness with local rearrangement.
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Figure 5.4: Distributions of phop for different particle types for each model system. Dashed
lines represent the rearrangement cutoff and dotted lines represent the non-rearrangement
cutoff. Lines that are two different colors represent the cutoff for two particle types.
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In training a softness hyperplane, one necessarily needs to be able to classify particles within
the training set as rearranging and non-rearranging, using some sort of metric of mobility.
In this work we adopt the same metric used in a number of softness studies[11, 61, 62], phop ,
which requires the defining of two time intervals, A = [t − tR /2, t] and B = [t, t + tR /2],
where tR is a rearrangement timescale, taken here to be 10τ . phop can then be defined as

phop (t) =

p
h(~ri − h~ri iB )2 iA h(~ri − h~ri iA )2 iB ,

(5.6)

for a particle i. Training set data was obtained at the glass transition temperature, Tg ,
for each model system, measured over 10,000τ and testing data was identically obtained
at each different temperature measured. Here the phop cutoffs for rearranging and nonrearranging particles were determined using the distributions of values for each of the four
particle types within each model’s training set. The rearranging cutoff was taken to be the
value of phop making up the top 0.25% of measured training hops, and the non-rearranging
set was determined using those particles which were in the bottom 25% for at least 100τ .
Figure 5.4 shows the phop distributions in the training data of the different particle types
for each model, along with the determined cutoffs which were used.
Figure 5.5(A-D) shows the Arrhenius PR (S) vs. 1/T lines for particles of different softness
values for each of the dihedral potential strengths. There is a clear dependence of the
likelihood of a particle to rearrange on the S that has been trained for each model. From
the linear fits to these data points, we obtain the softness dependent energy barrier and
multiplicity, ∆E(S) and Σ(S). These terms are each nearly linear with S and are thus fit as
such to obtain functions for these scales, ∆E(S) = e0 − e1 S and Σ(S) = Σ0 − Σ1 S. Figure
5.6 shows the ∆E(S) and Σ(S) values that were determined from the slopes and intercepts
of the lines fitting the Arrhenius PR (S) equation for different softness values, as well as the
corresponding linear fits.
Figure 5.5(E-H) shows the distribution of S for each model system at several different
temperatures, highlighting the differences in apparent structural and dynamic heterogeneity
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Figure 5.5: (A-D) Arrhenius plots of PR (S) versus 1/T for particles of different softness
values for each model system, respectively. Lines shown are the Arrhenius fits for each
softness value, the slope and intercept of which are used to obtain energy barrier and
multiplicity as a function of S using Equation 5.4. (E-H) Softness distributions at different
scaled temperatures approaching Tg for each of the model systems, respectively.
for each dihedral strength as T approaches Tg .
These S distributions and the corresponding rearrangement ∆E(S) distributions contain
what might be the most telling information regarding the fragilities of these models. Figure
5.7A shows the average ∆E(S) of a particle in each system at different T , scaled to the
average ∆E(S) at Tg . Examining this relative change in average particle energy barrier,
there is a distinct trend with dihedral potential strength that correlates greatly with the
differences in fragility. The higher value dihedral potential models undergo a greater change
in rearrangement barrier as temperature is decreased, conceivably leading to a more rapid
shift in the relaxation time as the average barrier reaches new heights. Meanwhile, the lower
value dihedral potential models exhibit a more gradual change, correlating nicely with the
change in relaxation time. To put this into perspective, h∆E(S)i for the K = 10 system
doubles upon cooling from T = 1.4Tg to T = Tg , while for the K = 0 system over the same
temperature scale, h∆E(S)i merely increases by a factor of 1.25.
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Figure 5.6: ∆E and Σ values for each model system that were determined from the slopes
and intercepts of the lines fitting the Arrhenius PR (S) equation for different softness values,
shown in Figure 4. Lines shown are linear fits to the data, used to determine ∆E(S) and
Σ(S) functions.
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Figure 5.7: (A) Mean energy barrier determined as a function of softness (h∆E(S)i) scaled
by the mean value obtained at T = Tg plotted versus scaled inverse temperature. Lines
shown simply connect points in order to guide the eye. (B) Standard deviation of the
softness distribution (σS ) scaled by the softness standard deviation at T = Tg plotted
versus scaled inverse temperature. Lines shown simply connect points in order to guide the
eye.
Figure 5.7B then shows the standard deviations of the S distributions, σS , scaled similarly to
the standard deviation at Tg , or in other words, the change in the breadth of the dynamicsdetermining structural heterogeneity with T . It can be noted that because the ∆E(S) and
Σ(S) functions are practically linear, this plot nearly identically represents the breadth of the
energy and entropy scales governing rearrangement as well. This data further contributes
to the picture of the heterogeneities present in these models, showing that the higher value
systems not only more rapidly change from lower relative barriers, but also from relatively
wider distributions of those barriers. This suggests that fragility in these glass-forming
liquids, and perhaps generally, may be the result of a sharp change from a wide breadth of
relatively low barriers to rearrangement, to a narrower distribution of much greater barriers.

5.4 Conclusions
Here we presented a simple model for a molecular glass-former with which we tuned the
fragility by systematically adjusting the strength of the harmonic dihedral potential, K,
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governing three of its side groups. We analyzed the more traditional properties thought
to be correlated with dynamic heterogeneity and fragility through the stretching exponent,
β, and the entropy, Stot , and found that while correlations could be made to the fragility,
neither captured the trends particularly well.
We then implemented the machine-learned measure, softness, a completely structural quantity that describes the likelihood of a particle to soon rearrange, for the first time in a distinctly structured molecular system. We trained hyperplanes for each version of the model,
and used them to observe distributions of not only softness itself, but the energy barriers to
rearrangement that can be determined based on a particle’s softness. We found that softness does an excellent job at capturing the fragility trends observed, from the perspectives
of relative change in both the magnitude of the energy barriers, as well as the breadth of
the distributions. Softness may provide a new lens through which to study the problem
of fragility, at least in certain systems, and may provide a framework through which to
theorize about the driving force behind what makes a glass fragile or strong.
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